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Seashore Debris Detection Model with KaKaXi Camera Custom Dataset
Using Instance Segmentation

Anshika Kankane1, Koki Oshiro1, Dongshik Kang2

Abstract: Marine debris is impacting coastal landscapes majorly by affecting biodiversity, impairing
recreational uses, causing losses to fishing industries, maritime industries, etc. Motivated by the need for
automatic and cost-effective approaches for debris monitoring and removal, we employed computer
vision technique together with deep learning-based model to identify and classify marine debris on
several beach locations. This paper provides a comparative analysis of state-of-the-art deep learning
architectures and proposed architecture which is used as feature extractor for debris image classification.
The model is being proposed to detect seven categories of marine debris using a custom debris dataset,
with the help of instance segmentation and a shape matching network, which can then be cleaned timely
and efficiently. The manually constructed dataset for this system is created by annotating fixed KaKaXi
camera images using CVAT with seven types of labels. A pre-trained HOG shape feature extractor is
being used on LIBSVM along with template matching to improve the predicted masked images obtained
via Mask R-CNN training. This system intends to timely alert the cleanup organizations with the
recorded live debris data. The proposed network resulted in the improvement of misclassification of
debris masks for objects with different illuminations, shape, occlusion and viewpoints.

Keywords: debris; fixed camera images; computer vision; instance segmentation; deep learning;
template matching; Histogram of Gradients (HOG)

I. INTRODUCTION

arine debris and beach litter has umpteen
consequences on the environment and our

surroundings. Each year billions of pounds of trash and
other pollutants get accumulated on the beaches or enter
into the oceans. Natural calamities, like earthquake and
tsunami, results in accumulation of different kinds of
debris along the shorelines and coastal areas. Due to the
waste produced by humans, the amount of synthetic and
artificial waste entering the ocean is posing new threats
to our environment. This trash accumulation on the
shorelines increases the concern about marine pollution.
Marine and beach litter comprises several types of
materials that includes – plastic, glass, metals, buoy,
styrene and rubber, etc. Simone et. al [1] also mentions
in their article that out of nearly 16000 items of litter,

belonging to seven categories were counted. Due to the
wide use of plastics, plastic debris have been considered
as a major threat to the marine realm.
The recovery of primary microplastics and plastics
before they are transformed into secondary microplastics
are required to decrease the harmful effect on the marine
realm. Many aquatic animals are highly affected by toxic
additives that are part of marine litter. Marine debris can
also affect various economic sectors, such as- marine
transportation, fisheries, tourism and beach recreation.
Galgani et. al [2] mentioned in their article that in 2017,
348 million tons of plastics were produced globally and
according to the expectations, the amount of plastics
produced will be doubled in the next two decades.
According to the G20 report [3], due to these reasons the
Japanese government formulated the “National Action
Plan for Marine Plastic Litter” May 2019, which focuses
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on reducing microplastic production and prevention of
outflow of plastic litter to the ocean. These impacts of
marine litter justify the necessity and urgency of
developing a system that can detect the plastic litter
before it changes to microplastics.

Datasets that are used previously generally consists of
images taken by satellites, Unmanned Aerial vehicles
(UAV), sensors and via website scraping to observe and
collect the data of the debris on the land and inside
marine bodies. Some datasets that are available on
internet have been developed for detecting underwater
floating debris using sonar sensors [4] and space debris
have been developed via acquiring optical sequence of
images [5]. There is none such data that have been made
available using fixed camera images of particular
locations which can show the comparison of change in
debris over a period of time.

There are some techniques in the market that are being
developed by engineers all around the globe for the
detection of debris. These techniques involve use of
object detection [6], semantic segmentation [7] and
instance segmentation [8] using deep neural networks
like R-FCN [9], DNNs for object detection [10], Pixel
wise segmentation models [11], CRF based
segmentation detector [12,13], Faster RCNN [14], Fast
FCN [15], Mask R-CNN [16], Unet [17], BoxInst [18]
and Res2Net [19]. Nowadays, Instance Segmentation
has perhaps become an important, complex and
challenging area in computer vision field. Hafiz et. al [8]
found out some issues in segmentation which are -
handling of image degradations, handling of geometric
transformation and detection of objects across various
scales is a big challenge. There have been great
advancements in the instance segmentation methods that
are based on Deep CNN architectures. As Islam et. al
[20] also mentioned that they used semantic
segmentation in their Underwater SUIM Dataset [20]
which gave good experimental results for pixel level
detection of objects which is critically important feature
for visually guided unmanned aerial vehicles.

According to the deep CNNs benchmark study done
by Marin et. al [21], the deployment of machine learning
and deep learning techniques can automate marine debris
removal, making the cleanup process more efficient.
Toro et. al [22] also mentioned that they believe CNNs
have good generalization capabilities which makes them
good candidates for object identification. There are
different frameworks that are proposed with greater
segmentation accuracy like Mask R-CNN which took a
lead from Fast/Faster R-CNN and FCN. YOLACT [23]

(Bolya et. al [23, 24]) is currently considered as
significantly faster than any other previous model
approaches. These models need a large training dataset
and vigorous training in order to make predictions
efficiently.

The created dataset in this research contains images
that have same objects with different shape and
viewpoint. The change in shape appearance due to
sunlight illumination and change in orientations due to
typhoons makes it difficult to identify the same objects
with below mentioned conventional models. When the
images are taken by fixed camera, the distance of objects
from camera differs and the objects far from camera
cannot be identified even with human eyes which makes
it difficult to classify objects like PET bottles and fishery
buoy which can have same properties but look different
in shape before and after damage. The occluded objects
create tough situations for deep learning models to
classify them with proper pixel wise classification. Fig.
1 shows the above-mentioned issues which are
encountered in the dataset used in this research.

The proposed network is being used for building a
two-stage Mask R-CNN based detection. The first stage
detects the mask for objects in the testing dataset using
Mask R-CNN and in second stage the predicted masks
for testing dataset is compared by the true mask
segmentation templates dataset via shape matching
network. The images of the dataset mentioned in this
paper are poor in resolution and most of the objects are
comparatively smaller to be distinguished in their
respective category. Some objects in the dataset images
visually appears to be different because of the
illumination and angle factors. The proposed network
detects the misclassification on the Mask R-CNN
predicted mask images and provides better detection
results for testing dataset.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 (a) Effect of illumination on image and objects
appearance; (b) Low resolution and blurriness in the

images which is improved using image processing on
such images; (c) Image with different viewpoint of the

debris with different appearance of same type of
objects.
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II. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system is being developed for detection
of multiple categories of debris objects present in the
images. In this paper, the debris is mainly categorized in
7 classes, that re – PET Bottle, Firing Styrene,
Glassmetals, Driftwood, Fishery Buoy, Plastics and
Others. For determining all the pixels contribution
properly, a method is needed that could differentiate all
the objects from the background and the relation between
each other. The computer vision technique named
instance segmentation enabled us to create a pixel wise
shaded mask on every object in the given image and
identifies each individual instance of each type of object
separately. Instance segmentation is the combination of
both Object detection and Semantic segmentation. Mask
R-CNN is the first method for the instance segmentation
problem. K He et. al [16] found out a combination of 2
methods that can perform both separately and give
instance segmentation as output. So, Mask R-CNN is a
combination of Faster R-CNN and FCN [25] models
with some advancements where a parallel layer of FCN
is added for the mask implementation in the Faster R-
CNN head along with some extra convolutional layers
on each Region of Interest[26] (RoI).

Fig. 2 Custom Debris Dataset (the viewpoint in each
image is different showing different sides of each

object)

Fig. 3 KaKaXi Camera on beach site

A. Data Collection and Annotation

The data usually is obtained by using different means
like scraping from the web, downloading from other
sources or buying datasets from re-sellers etc. In this
research, the dataset is created from scratch and
annotated for custom training. To collect the data images,
a KaKaXi fixed camera shown in Fig. 3is being used
which takes images every hour within a fixed period of
time each day. These images then get saved in a database.

The most time-consuming step after data gathering is
annotation. Annotation of images means manual
labelling of data by assigning some keywords/labels on
the required areas in the image to assign metadata. For
annotating the dataset, the borders of objects are
outlined to associate every single pixel of objects in an
entire image with a particular tag/label. There are various
tools available in the market to annotate the images, but
this research used Computer Vision Annotation Tool
(CVAT) [27] which is developed by Intel for labelling of
data. The annotation data is then converted into COCO
1.0 dataset which is formatted in JSON and it is a
collection of object id, image id, category id,
segmentation, area, bounding boxes(bbox), attributes,
etc. The illustration of the annotated data is shown in Fig.
2. Total number of objects that are annotated for training
and validation dataset are 1884. Training image dataset
contains totally 1031 objects which consists of 411
objects of PET Bottle, 264 objects of Plastics, 53 objects
of Glassmetals, 61 objects for Others, 109 objects for
Fishery buoy, 81 objects for Driftwood and 52 objects
for Firing Styrene category. Validation image dataset
contains totally 895 objects which consists of 459 objects
of PET Bottle, 193 objects of Plastics, 29 objects of
Glassmetals, 48 objects for Others, 41 objects for Fishery
buoy, 81 objects for Driftwood and 44 objects for Firing
Styrene category.

As of now, the fixed camera have been placed on the
beaches of Okinawa and Shimane. The dataset is being
generated using Motobu beach images that has 2 fixed
cameras on opposite corners. The images have been
collected regularly since March 1, 2020. The images
have been collected before and after clean-up of the
beaches along with different weather conditions. The
annotation task is being performed on all the images,
using mask segmentation, manually by outlining all the
objects that are clearly visible as shown in Fig. 2.

B. Proposed Method

This paper proposes a system which is a combination
of Mask R-CNN and a branch of mask instance matching.
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This branch is an extension to Fully Convolutional
Network as shown in Fig. 4, which compares true mask
templates of objects with the predicted mask templates
generated using validation dataset. The objective of this
additional branch is to maximize the mask accuracy. The
custom dataset contains many small and occluded
objects which affects the per-pixel classification. Since,
there are only 7 categories so the mask shape for most of
the categories have definite numbers and defined shape
except for ‘Others’ category. So, the templates for all
objects of Others category are extracted since they are
less in numbers. The total number of templates in this
case arre 137. A shape matching network is constructed
to matches n*n template size with a*a HOG [28, 29]
shape feature images of predicted validation masks.
which extracts the multiple instances of matching
features from the image. This layer uses multiple
templates, which are shown in Fig. 5, to match with
multiple predicted masks independently by using a
matching method to extract spatial features of interested
regions. These templates contain multiple pose
estimations for each object [30]. The template matching
method could be used to do matching but 1) since the
images can contain similar shapes but with different
scales and 2) even if the color is different for same shape,
it identifies the object to be same, so it becomes difficult
to identify the misclassified masked objects using only
some templates. Also, to match the templates with these
predicted masks, the Mask R-CNN produced mask
images could have been used but according to

Fig. 4 Proposed network flowchart

Fig. 5 Few samples of templates used for matching

K He et. al [16], the mrcnn masks lacks spatial
coordinates. To overcome this issue, a HOG feature
detector is introduced to extract shape while keeping
spatial coordinates intact because to compare the
templates spatial features are needed when templates are
moved over each (x,y) coordinate of the search image
Sim. The HOG feature detector is separately trained on
the custom dataset for learning debris features. To filter
the intensity data of image horizontal and vertical HOG
gradient kernels [31] are:

Horizontal Gradient kernel, 𝐺x = [-1 0 1]

Vertical Gradient kernel, 𝐺y =
−1
0
1

Gradient magnitude , G = 𝐺x + 𝐺𝑦
Gradient orientation, tan𝜃 = 𝐺x/𝐺y
As represented in the proposed network architecture

in Fig. 6, the HOG feature detector layers use a detection
window of 32*32 pixels so the predicted masks are
rescaled with different scales for multiple object
detection. So, to create the histogram for features
accurately, 2*2 pixels per cell are used. The new shape
images, S are created after the shapes from predicted
masked images are extracted. These shape images Sl
contains the shape feature of all debris objects. Since,
these shape images are created using the predicted mask
images from Mask R-CNN output, the IoU score
information for each object is known. To find the
misclassified region of interests for the proposed
network, the IoU scores are being used as a discriminator
between good RoIs and bad RoIs. The IoU score is
defined as the metric to measure the overlap between
ground truth bounding boxes and predicted bounding
boxes. In this case, only if the IoU score is less than 0.7
then the templates are compared with the masks using
pre-trained HOG feature extractor. Once the shape is
detected using gradient magnitude of HOG features then
the templates are matched with the image using a sliding
window of block size of 4*4 cells with image
augmentation of tT templates. In image augmentation,
the templates are flipped, rotated and rescaled to
generate different instances of same object. If the
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detected shape from predicted masks comes out to be
similar to any of the templates (including augmented
templates) then the pixel values for those coordinates are
replaced with the template’s pixel coordinate values. The
background pixels are considered to have 0 value
because the background in templates and mask images is
hanged to black backgrounds. The pixels with value 0 in
HOG shape feature map and templates are omitted as
background pixels. If some objects have same shape as
the template and the pixel values for those objects are not
same in the template and predicted masks then values are
replaced from the template matching area to the
predicted matching area.

The overview of the proposed algorithm is described
in Algo. 1 using a pseudocode. The input is the templates
denoted by t where t T and T is a list of template images.
Along with t, the input is list of output of predicted mask
images obtained via Mask R-CNN training M, M
consists of m  M where m is one

Algo. 1 Shape Matching Network

predicted mask image. As the output, a list of improved
masks is received after replacement of pixel values
which is denoted by Mi and mi  Mi which represents
improved version of m. The HOGshape class takes m as
input and returns the list of shape feature images which
gets stored in S, where s  S and s belongs to each shape
feature image in the list S. The HOGshape class consists
of a hog() function of scikit-image library and a training
function where it gets trained on LIBSVM [32] model for
multiclass training. In Fig. 7, a step wise pictorial
illustration, of how the shape matching network works,
is shown for one random RoI.

IV. EXPERIMENTTION & RESULTS

This system is most compatible with TensorFlow
version 1.14.0 and Keras version 2.2.4 along with python
3.6. This model is implemented on a machine with 1 GPU
which uses 1 Image per GPU and batch size for mrcnn
training is taken as a product of GPU and Images per
GPU. The system used Resnet 50 and Resnet 101 as
backbone structures and used anchor boxes of ratio 32,
64, 128, 256, 512. The width and height of images in this
research is fixed, therefore [a,640,640,3] becomes the
image shape here and [a,640,640,1] becomes the mask
shape where a is the number of training images and true
masked images. For training on Mask R-CNN, 20 epochs
with 500 steps each are being used for training images
and 100 steps for validation images while evaluating the

Fig. 7 Pictorial representation of shape matching
network
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model. The learning rate,  used for heads layer training
is taken as 0.001 while during all layers’ training 
decayed by 10. For weight initialization in this model, a
coco weight initialization file was used but it didn’t serve
the purpose. So, the model is initialized with random
weight initialization in later stages. This model is tested
with and without image data augmentation [33] for each
training image with several flips and rotations. The
augmented data that is being used while training,
provides a little deeper understanding of the objects to the
model and improves the segmentation.

The loss values for training and validation dataset
during Mask R-CNN training for epoch 20 are obtained
as Table 1.

Table 1 Mask RCNN performance results on our
Custom Debris dataset

Mask RCNN Metrics Values

training loss 0.8241

rpn_class_loss 0.3679

rpn_bbox_loss 0.4562

mrcnn_class_loss 3.1710e-06

mrcnn_bbox_loss: 0.0000e+00

validation loss 0.6051

val_rpn_class_loss 0.4057

val_rpn_bbox_loss 0.1993

val_mrcnn_class_loss 3.2186e-06

val_mrcnn_bbox_loss 0.0000e+00

where training loss is the sum of rpn_class_loss =
RPN anchor classifier loss, rpn_bbox_loss = RPN
bounding box loss graph, mrcnn_class_loss = loss for the
classifier head of Mask R-CNN, mrcnn_bbox_loss = loss
for Mask R-CNN bounding box refinement,
mrcnn_mask_loss = mask binary cross-entropy loss for
the masks head and validation loss is the sum of
val_rpn_class_loss = RPN anchor classifier loss,
val_rpn_bbox_loss = RPN bounding box loss graph,
val_mrcnn_class_loss = loss for the classifier head of
Mask R-CNN, val_mrcnn_bbox_loss = loss for Mask
RCNN bounding box refinement, val_mrcnn_mask_loss

Fig. 8 Mask R-CNN predicted mask output with some
misclassifications

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 (a) Shape extraction images S using HOGshape
class; (b) Output after comparing and replacing the pixel

values for t and s which has same shape

is mask binary cross-entropy loss for the masks head.

In this research, the training data is not enough so the
effects of less data can be seen in the Mask R-CNN model
where good results couldn’t be obtained due to
misclassification of debris shown in Fig. 8.

The resulting images are being shown in Fig. 9 after
passing through the shape matching network. The
figures in a shows the HOGshape detector shape images.
The images in b shows the output after template
matching. The background for both type of images
becomes black after passing via HOGshape detector
which makes it easy to compare the pixel values for
foreground objects. This method gave comparatively
accurate classifications in comparison to Mask R-CNN.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed to deal with objects that are same
but with different poses, shape and sizes. The models
like Unet and Mask R-CNN have already been applied
on the dataset used in this research which did not produce
satisfying results. For custom dataset, the initialization
of weights in models affects the model accuracies and
results in wrong detection. In this network, template
matching is done on the basis of matching shapes which
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doesn’t need any assumption or initialization. This
network needs to be improved for cluttered object
segmentation.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The work for proposed method is in progress and it is
being investigated further for situations like - when
relatively small and big litters combine to make a small
garbage patch on the beach, this can make it difficult to
detect the shape of each litter. This can create some
challenges in finding the shape features properly using
HOG extractor.

With this categorization in future, the intention is to
calculate total amount of debris based on category and
maintain a statistical record of this amount which can
help in further predictions of optimum budget that should
be allocated by government or organizations for
recyclable and non-recyclable debris processing.
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